
This bag is made with Defender black
750 Nomex® and features a 2" Kevlar®

webbing belt, carabiner loop, internal
1" Kevlar® webbing rope attachment,
Twaron® drawstring and a highly visible,
reflective 2" silver flame-retardant strip.
This bag holds up to 200 feet of RIT 900
line and up to 150 feet of RIT 500 and is
heat-resistant to 700º Fahrenheit.

Cat# Description Tensile 50' 75'
BE009 Nylon Escape Rope 3,754 lbs. $29.95 $43.95

Personal Escape Rope

Rescue Rope Bags have a variety of 
innovative features. The molded backpack
style shoulder straps provide greater 
comfort when carrying a heavy bag. Tops
feature rugged pack cloth that closes
easier when you pull the drawstring.
The body of the bag is the same tough
1000 denier Cordura® nylon that has
made CMC Rope Bags such
solid performers for years. The
bottom of the bag has a 
grommet to pass the rope
through plus a carabiner loop if
you prefer to tie the end off
inside the bag. Color: Orange.

Rapid Intervention Teams (RIT)
face the most demanding and
extreme conditions during
search operations. Overcoming
extreme heat, ground obstacles,
and poor visibility are just some of the
hurdles faced when searching for and rescuing trapped fire-
fighters or civilians. Firefighter safety and survival has
become an important focus and Sterling RIT Lines are an
integral rescue tool in search and bailout operations. 
RIT 900 6.8mm - 100% aramid fiber search line. Designed
with a supple hand to enable long lengths of cord to be
stuffed in a pocket or bag, deployed efficiently, and easily tied
with directional knots. Heat resistant to 932F.  
RIT 500 8mm - Heat resistant escape rope or search line.
Aramid sheath provides heat and cut resistance and nylon
core gives flexibility for packing and handling with gloved
hands. Sheath is heat resistant to 932F. 5436lbs Tensile.
Certified to NFPA 1983, 2006 edition for Escape Rope.

Cat#      DescriptionTensile 150' 200' 300'
AS277 RIT 900 4,200 lbs. $126.95 $170.95 $254.95
AW410 RIT 500 5,486 lbs. $144.95 $189.95 $286.95

AS278 Nomex® Rope Bag $73.95

Personal Escape Kit

Specify color: Black or Red

Kit Includes:

AW487 Personal Escape Complete Kit $86.95
AW48701 Personal Escape Bag Only $16.95

The ProSeries RIT Line Kits provide a convenient means of carrying a
RIT Line attached to either an escape belt or a SCBA. Each kit comes
with ProSeries RIT Line with a Rescue Quik-Lok Aluminum Carabiner 
on each end. One carabiner connects to the steel ring inside the bag. 
This allows rapid deployment as you enter a structure; just connect
the carabiner to an anchor point as you enter and the RIT Line will pay
out of the bag as you move. Bags feature fire resistant cloth and our
unique quick release belt loop. Color: Yellow.

AZ582 50' RIT ProSeries RIT Line Kit (Yellow) $142.95
AZ583 150' RIT ProSeries RIT Line Kit (Yellow) $241.95

Sterling's Personal Escape Ropes
are manufactured to yield a 
perfect balance of strength,
abrasion resistance, and 
handling so they perform 
flawlessly the moment they are
needed. The escape ropes are
designed with tough sheaths and
the proper elongation to help
absorb impact force during a "bail
out." The 8mm diameter has a high tensile strength and a great hand
for packing into turnout gear or drop bags. Available in neon yellow,
orange, or red. Certified to NFPA 1983, 2006 edition for Escape Rope.
Ship. wt. 18 lbs.

Pouch style, attaches to web gear or a belt with webbing belt
loops. Also has mesh front. Holds 50' of rope. Kits include: 
1 Personal Escape Pak; 2 Aluminum D Locking Carabiners; 
1 Fader Rescue 8; and 50' of Sterling 8mm personal escape
rope. Size: 81/2"Lx4"Wx51/2"H. Ship wt. 1 lb.

Cat# Description Rope Capacity Price
AZ590 Rescue Rope Bag 200' $45.95
BB056 Rescue Rope Bag 250'-300' $56.95
BB057 Rescue Rope Bag 425'-500' $60.95

Rescue Rope Bags

Nomex® Rescue Rope Bag

Back View

50' or 150' CMC ProSeries RIT Line
1 CMC ProSeries RIT Line Bag
2 CMC Rescue Quik-Lok 
*Red Carabiners with Captive Eye (UL Classified to NFPA 1983)

ProSeries RIT Line Kits

Bottom View

RIT Heat Resistant Search Line
and Escape Rope
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